
Abstract

In a time course study of the effects of a single

implanted pellet (Nickel, Tungsten/Nickel/Cobalt

Alloy, Tantalum, or Control) in mice, over 400

Illumina Sentrix MouseRef-8 v1.1 Expression Bead

Chip Arrays were generated to assess the effect of

treatments on gene expression profiles over time.

We present solutions for several data analysis

challenges associated with such a large dataset.

First, transformation: there are a significant number

of genes with negative intensity values. We

investigated shifted log and missing value

imputation approaches. Second, normalization:

there is an obvious batch effect associated with the

microarray sample preparation complete date. We

explored different normalization methods, including

grouped-batch profile (GBP) correction. Third,

differentially expressed genes: We used a mixed

model ANOVA approach to test their differences.

Experimental Design

Table 1 shows the four different treatment types.

Figure 1 shows how experimental groups are

distributed across the dates of RNA extraction

(complete date). The dark bars show how complete

date confounds with the age group of the animals

causing the batch effect seen in Figure 2.
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***Right legs only were implanted with metal pellets and the left legs were 

sham injected for each animal.

Abbreviation Name Known Properties

Q Control Sham surgery

T Tantalum Non-reactive metal

N Nickel Carcinogenic metal

W Tungsten/Nickel/Cobalt Carcinogenic alloy of tungsten

Figure 1

Table 1

Data Analysis

Figure 3 The hierarchical clustering from ANOVA showed two

major groups by treatment: The group on the left includes four

left leg tissues with sham implant plus two right leg tissues for

the control metals (Q and T), the group on the right comprises

the N and W treatments. Both N and W right leg samples were

further broken out by tumor/non tumor and in the case of N a

third category called possible tumor.

Figure 2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the top left

shows the major batch effect was five RNA extraction dates.

Running a batch normalization on the data removed the major

batch effect (right PCA). The variance component chart shows the

proportion of total variance due to the individual components

before (red) and after (blue) batch normalization.

Results and Conclusions

•The Illumina arrays generated some negative

intensity values. We applied shift 37, which makes

all the intensities greater than 0, before the

applying the log2 transformation to avoid missing

values.

•The data has strong batch effort corresponding to

the dates of one of microarray sample preparation

step : the RNA extraction date. Batch normalization

effectively minimized the RNA extraction date

effect. Because the age effect was completely

confounding with RNA extraction date, we were

unable to assess the age effect on gene

expression.

•Batch normalization minimized the RNA extraction

date effect and increased the effects due to tumor,

treatment and leg.

•The hierarchical clustering from ANOVA showed

two major possible tumor. The group on the left

includes four left leg tissues with sham implant plus

two right legs tissues for the control metals (Q and

T), the group on the right comprises the N and W

treatments. Both N and W right leg samples were

further broken out by tumor/non tumor and in the

case of N a third category called
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Disclaimer.  The use of trade, product, or firm names in this 

presentation are for descriptive purposes only and do not imply 

endorsement by the US Army, US Navy, or US Government..


